
ON THE COMBINATION OF NON-LOXODROMIC SUBSTITUTIONS*

BY

EDWARD B. VAN VLECK

In a brief but interesting communication on Finite groups of linear sub-

stitutions^ Vivanti notes that a necessary condition that the product of two

elliptic substitutions

az A-b
z' =

cz + d

be elliptic is that their four poles shall lie upon a common circle. Finding this

to be precisely the necessary and sufficient condition that their product be

non-loxodromic, I was led to the consideration of the necessary and sufficient

condition that the product of any two non-loxodromic substitutions of given

character—i.e., hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic—should be a non-loxodromic

substitution, or, more restrictedly, one of specified character. The results

are of very simple nature and make a sort of geometric multiplication table

for non-loxodromic substitutions with non-loxodromic products.

The sufficiency of the conditions given for non-loxodromic products is

involved in the structure of the familiar non-loxodromic groups, and it is

probable also that their necessity, though not stated, is well known to many

workers in the field of automorphic functions. It does not appear, however,

that a systematic study of the combination of non-loxodromic substitutions

and of the specific nature of their product has been previously made, and

various facts brought out seem to be altogether new. Special reference may

be made to the criterion given in Theorem 4 for the character of the non-

loxodromic product. The combination of the substitutions affords a basis for

the formation of non-loxodromic groups by synthesis. %

1. Preliminary considerations

In the following paper we shall consider exclusively non-loxodromic substi-

tutions

«_ '-=£ <«>•

* Presented to the Society, April, 1916.

tRendiconti del Circolo di Palermo, vol. 35 (1913), p. 160.
t A rapid analytic derivation of these groups is given in Fubini's Introduzioni alia teoría

del gruppi discontinui e dette funzioni automorfe, pp. 189-193. His treatment is closer to that

of the following pages than anything else that I have found.
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These we shall assume to be always taken in unimodular form with determinant

A = ad — be equal to 1. Then the necessary and sufficient condition that

S shall be non-loxodromic is that a + d shall be real. It is hyperbolic,

parabolic, or elliptic according as \a + d\ is greater than, equal to, or less

than 2.

The character of S is not affected when it is transformed into 7/-1 ST

through any other linear substitution T. Any substitution with two distinct

poles may be transformed into the form*

(2) z'=k2z {Sx).

For a hyperbolic substitution k is real, while for an elliptic substitution it is

an imaginary e2** of unit modulus.    Let now Sx be followed by any other

non-loxodromic substitution S.   Their product S" = SSX may be wTritten in

unimodular form

<V\ akz + bk~l
(3) z  -ckz + dk-i' {S   }

and will be non-loxodromic if ak + dk~l is real, its character depending upon

| ad + dk~l |.    Since the same is true of SXS, the character of the resulting

substitution is independent of the order of the combination of S and Sx.

Unless c = 0, the poles of S are given by

,     {a-d)± V(„ + a)2-4
(4) z   =-Yc-,

those of S" by

,      {ak - dk-1) ± VÇ-AT1 + ak)2 - 4

<6> *' = 2ck

while those of Sx S differ from (5) only by the substitution of 2cfc_1 for 2ck

in the denominator. When c = 0, the substitutions S, Sx, and S" have a

common pole at infinity.

If our unimodular substitution (1) is real, it is necessarily non-loxodromic.

Its two poles then lie upon the real axis if | a + „ | i_ 2, that is, when the

substitution is hyperbolic or parabolic, while they will be symmetrically

situated with respect to this axis when it is elliptic.

Suppose, conversely, that the poles of a hyperbolic or elliptic unimodular

substitution are situated respectively in this manner. Then the radical in

the numerator of (4) is either real or a pure imaginary, and therefore a — d

must be real to permit the poles of S to have the assumed positions. Then

a, d, and c are real and hence the substitution must be real. If the sub-

stitution is parabolic, we must suppose in the converse, not merely that its

pole lies upon the real axis, but also that this axis is an invariant curve of

* In unimodular form, z' = kzjkr1 .
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the substitution. Then the four coefficients of the unimodular substitution

are real except possibly for a common factor. As a + d = ± 2, this factor

must be real. Thus a unimodular substitution will be real if and only if it is a

hyperbolic substitution with poles on the real axis, an elliptic substitution with

poles symmetrically situated with respect to the axis, or a parabolic substitution

having this axis as an invariant curve.

For the sake of completeness we will include the trivial case of the combina-

tion of the two non-loxodromic substitutions having a pole in common. The

conditions under which they furnish a non-loxodromic product are seen at

once after throwing this pole to infinity. The two substitutions then take

the form (not necessarily unimodular)

z'=k2zA-a   (S3),       z' = k\zA-b   (<S4).

Obviously they generate a non-loxodromic product and group unless one

substitution is elliptic and the other hyperbolic. In this group there is always

included a parabolic substitution

z' =z + a(l -k\) -6(1 -It?) iSaSiSf ST1)-

This reduces to the identical substitution only if o(l — k¡) =6(1 — k2),

which is precisely the condition that 6*3 and Si shall have their second pole

in common.

These considerations make it clear that we have the following types of

non-loxodromic groups with a single pole common to all the substitutions of

the group, and only these types.

1. An elliptic-parabolic group of substitutions with one common pole.

2. A hyperbolic-parabolic group with one common pole.

3. A parabolic group whose substitutions have a common pole.

In addition, we have

4. Elliptic groups with both poles common.

5. Hyperbolic groups with both poles common.

There remains for consideration our main problem, that of the combina-

tion of two non-loxodromic substitutions without a common pole. If one is

elliptic or hyperbolic, we may take it in the form (2) without loss of generality.

Then et + d and ak A- dkr1 are both real, provided the product of the two

substitutions is non-loxodromic. Accordingly if Sx is hyperbolic, a and d are

real simultaneously with k. On the other hand, if Si is elliptic and accordingly

k an imaginary of unit modulus, a and d must be a pair of conjugate imaginaries.

In either case, ad and 6c are real.

2.  Combination with a hyperbolic substitution

Take first for consideration the combination of a hyperbolic substitution (2)

with another non-loxodromic substitution (1) so as to give a non-loxodromic
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product. As just stated, k, a, d, and be must be real. By a turn of axes

z = e'e w we do not alter the substitution (2) and merely replace b and c in

(1) by be~'e and ceie. Hence we may make our substitution (1) take a real

form. Then our two substitutions give rise to a group of real unimodular

substitutions which are all non-loxodromic. Hence if S is hyperbolic (para-

bolic), its poles (pole) lie with the poles 0 and °° of Sx upon the real axis which

is an invariant line, while they are symmetrically situated with respect to this

axis if S is elliptic. Conversely, by Section 1, if these conditions are fulfilled,

S must be a real unimodular substitution, and hence generates with Sx a

non-loxodromic group of substitutions whose poles are disposed in similar

fashion. When S and Si are transformed through any linear substitution T,

our result takes the following form.

Theorem 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that the product of two

hyperbolic substitutions be non-loxodromic is that their four poles shall be con-

cyclic* If a hyperbolic substitution is combined with a parabolic one, the corre-

sponding condition is that the circle containing their three poles shall be invariant

for the parabolic component. If a hyperbolic and elliptic substitution are com-

bined, the condition for the formation of a non-loxodromic product is that there

exists a circle upon which lie the poles of the hyperbolic component and with

respect to which the poles of the elliptic component are symmetrically situated

{i.e., are inverse points).   In each case the group generated is non-loxodromic.

In combining our hyperbolic substitution «Si with another non-loxodromic

substitution the existence of a non-loixodromic product was sufficient, as

noted, to ensure that the group generated should be non-loxodromic. When,

however, it is combined with more than one non-loxodromic substitution,

the non-loxodromic character of their simple products is no longer sufficient

to ensure the non-loxodromic character of the entire group. Consider the

combination of S and Si with a third unimodular non-loxodromic substitution

» ''-7JTJ- <s'>

so as to generate a non-loxodromic group. In Section 1 we disposed of the

case in which all three substitutions have a pole in common. If Si has only

one pole in common with S and the other in common with S', it can not have

the former pole in common with SS' since this pole would then belong also

to S~1{SS') = S', neither can it have its other pole in common with SS'

since this pole would then belong also to ( SS' ) S'-1 = S. Now SS' can be

taken in place of either S or S' as one of the generators of the group. It will

be therefore no restriction to suppose that one of our two substitutions to

be combined with Si has neither pole common with Si. Let this substitution

beS.

* The condition holds true when the poles are not distinct.   See Section 1.
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As before, we will take S in real form.    Its combination with (6) gives a

product
iaa'A-b'c)z+ia'b + b'd)

V) ic'aA-d'c)z+ibc'+ dd') K°     ' '

In both (6) and (7) the first and last coefficients must be real inasmuch as

(6) and (7) by hypothesis combine with Si so as to produce non-loxodromic

products. Consequently V c and be' are real. Now neither 6 nor c is zero

inasmuch as the poles of Si and S are distinct. It follows that V, c' are both

real and hence the third substitution S' is real. The group generated by the

three substitutions consists therefore of real unimodular substitutions which

are all non-loxodromic.

Other non-loxodromic substitutions can clearly be added as generators of

our non-loxodromic group provided that they also are real and unimodular.

It has thus been shown that if a given set of non-loxodromic substitutions

include a hyperbolic substitution (transformed above into form Si), they will

generate a non-loxodromic group if and only if they are capable of being

transformed simultaneously into real unimodular form. In the italicized

sentence of Section 1 the condition that a substitution should have such form

was connected with the position of its poles relatively to the real axis. By

transformation of our substitutions through any arbitrary substitution T the

real invariant axis becomes a circle.    We obtain then the following result.

Theorem 2. If a set of non-loxodromic substitutions without a common

pole includes at least one hyperbolic substitution, the necessary and sufficient

condition that they generate a non-loxodromic group is the existence of a common

invariant circle, with respect to which the poles of the elliptic generators must be

symmetrically situated. Upon this circle lie the poles of the hyperbolic and

parabolic generators.

It may be noted incidentally that this theorem admits all non-loxodromic

substitutions which leave the circle invariant with the exception of elliptic

substitutions of period 2 whose poles lie upon the circle.

Consider next the particular case of two hyperbolic substitutions (1) and

(2) whose poles lie on a straight line through the origin and separate one

another.    A glance at (4) shows that the necessary and sufficient condition

for this separation is

(8) \ia + d)2 - 4\ > \a - d\2.

Since |a + d\ > 2, this reduces to the condition ad > 1 or its equivalent

6c>0.    Then
\ak A- dkr1] > |ak + aT1 Zr11 > 2,

and the products S" = SSx and Si S are accordingly hyperbolic. Further-

more, the poles of S" are separated by those of its first factor Si since
Trans. Am. Math. Soo. 31
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ak • dk~x > 1. For like reason the poles of S"-1 = Sr1 S-1 are separated by

those of S-1. Hence the poles of S" are separated by those of each of its

factors.    Thus we get the following theorem.

Theorem 3. When the poles of two hyperbolic substitutions lie on a common

circle and separate one another, the product of the two substitutions is hyperbolic,

and its poles lie upon the same circle and are separated by those of each factor.

It may be pointed out that the group generated by the two substitutions

will contain pairs of hyperbolic substitutions whose poles do not separate one

another. In particular, the poles of SSi are not separated by those of Si S

since they lie on opposite sides of the origin and differ by the positive factor k~2

from the poles of Si S.

Consider next the case of two hyperbolic substitutions whose poles lie

rpon a common Jrcle but do not separate one another. Their product may

be either hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic. To determine which, I shall derive

a general criterion for the character of the product of two non-loxodromic

substitutions whose poles are distinct and which have a non-loxodromic

product. Expressed in terms of its two poles y' and 8', our substitution (1)

may be written

<» _-*-*■(:--_).

whence we have

<y-y£2______çi>,
(1 -k'2)z - (Ô' -y'k'2)

in which the four coefficients are to be divided by k' {y' — 8') in order to

make the substitution unimodular. A comparison of (10) with (1) gives the

values

y' - 8' k'2 {8' -y'k'2)
a " k'{y' -8')' k'{y' -8') '

Since the poles 7, 5 of Si have the special position 0, » , the ratio y'/8' which

appears in these expressions is the anharmonic ratio

A = {y'8'yS)

of the four poles of S and Si.   If now these values of a and d are substituted

in the inequalities
¡ak + dk'1] §j 2

determining the character of the product S" = SSi, the inequalities may be

written in the form (11) below. Now neither the anharmonic ratio A nor

the characteristic multipliers k2, k' of Si and S are changed in value when S

and Si are transformed through any linear substitution T. We obtain there-

fore the following useful criterion for the character of the product transforma-

tion.
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Theorem 4. // the four poles of two non-loxodromic substitutions are distinct

and their product is non-loxodromic, the product will be hyperbolic, parabolic,

or elliptic according as

(11) ¡1 + k2k'2 - Aik2A-k'2)\ § 2|M'|-|1 - A\.

Here A denotes the anharmonic ratio ( y' o' 7S ) of the poles y, 8 and y', Ô' of

the two substitutions, and k2, k! are the corresponding characteristic multipliers

of the substitutions ios indicated in (9)).

The anharmonic ratio of four points in the z-plane is real only when the four

points are concyclic. Consider now the case of two hyperbolic substitutions

with concyclic poles. The constants k and k' are real, and A is negative when

the two pairs of poles separate one another. The upper sign will then hold

in the inequality (11), and the product of the two hyperbolic substitutions is

accordingly hyperbolic, as already stated in Theorem 3. Suppose, on the

other hand, that A is positive so that the two pairs of poles do not separate

one another.    The sign of equality in (11) will hold if

1 + k2 k'2 - A ik2 A- k'2) = ± 2kk' ( 1 - A ),
that is, when

(1 + kk')2 jl-kk')2

ikA-k')2        °r ik -k')2 •

The product of the two hyperbolic substitutions is then parabolic. It is

easy to see that when A lies between these two positive values the product is

elliptic, while if A is positive and does not lie between these limits, the product

is hyperbolic. In the latter case the poles of the product S" = SSi or

of S'" = Sx S can not be separated by the poles of either of its factors. For

if they were separated by those of S, the application of Theorem 3 to

Si = S-1 S" and Si = S'" S_1 respectively would make the poles of S and

Si separate one another, contrary to hypothesis. For like reason they can

not be separated by the poles of Si.

Consider lastly the combination of a hyperbolic substitution Si with an

elliptic substitution S whose poles y', ô' are taken tb lie symmetrically with

respect to the real axis (or any line through the origin) so as to furnish a non-

loxodromic product. We then have \A\ = |7'|/|5'| = 1, and clearly this

condition is also sufficient for the existence of such a product. Hence the

necessary and sufficient condition that an elliptic and hyperbolic substitution

should combine to give a non-loxodromic product is that the anharmonic ratio

(7' 5' yd) of their four poles should be of unit modulus.

3. Combination with a parabolic substitution

Consider next the combination of a parabolic substitution P with any other

non-loxodromic substitution S.    Without loss of generality we may suppose
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the parabolic substitution to be taken in the form z' = z + h where h is real.

In our substitution (1) a + d must be real, and c can not be zero since the two

substitutions would then have a common pole.   The product PS has the form

, _ az + b _ {a + ch)z + b + dh

cz + d cz + d

and will be non-loxodromic only if a + d + ch is real, that is, if c is real.

By taking n sufficiently large we may make | a + d + rich | > 2, and the group

generated by the two substitutions must therefore contain a hyperbolic

substitution H = P" S. Now PS = p-^~1'> H, and accordingly the product

PS will be non-loxodromic under the conditions of Theorem 1 applied to the

combination of a hyperbolic substitution H and the parabolic substitution

p-(n-i) bu(; since p an(j p»-i have the same system of invariant circles, the

conditions of the theorem are fulfilled by P and H (which generate the same

group as P and S ) at the same time as by P"_1 and H. Hence by Theorems

1 and 2, we have immediately the following result.

Theorem 5. // two non-loxodromic substitutions are without a common pole

and one of them is parabolic, the necessary and sufficient condition that they

shall have a non-loxodromic product is the existence of a common invariant

circle, with the added requirement that the poles of the second substitution must

be symmetrically situated with respect to the circle if it is elliptic. The two

substitutions then generate a non-loxodromic group in which hyperbolic substitu-

tions are necessarily included.

4. Combination of elliptic substitutions

It remains now only to consider the combination of two non-loxodromic

substitutions (1) and (2) which are both elliptic. When they have a non-

loxodromic product, a and d. are conjugate imaginaries with \a + d\ < 2, as

noted in Section 1, while k = e** . Accordingly the two terms in the numerator

of (4) are pure imaginaries, and the poles of S lie with the poles of Si on a

straight line through the origin. Conversely, suppose that the four poles of

the two substitutions lie on the same straight line, necessarily through the

origin. Since a + d is real and less than 2 in absolute value, the two terms

in the numerator of (4) must both be pure imaginaries; hence a and d are

conjugate imaginaries. Then ak + dkr1 is real and the product of the two

substitutions is non-loxodromic. Thus the necessary and sufficient condition

for a non-loxodromic product is that their four poles shall lie on a straight line.

By transformation of the two substitutions through an arbitrary substitution

T this becomes the requirement that the four poles shall be concyclic.

If | ak + dk~x | < 2, the product S" = SSX is elliptic. Inasmuch as the

products S" Si1 = S and S-1 S" = Si are elliptic, the poles of S" must be
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concyclic with the poles of S, also with the poles of Si. Now the two terms

in the numerator of (5) as well as (4) are pure imaginaries, and a comparison

of their denominators shows that the poles of S" lie on a line through the

origin which makes an angle — arg k = — cb with the line containing the

poles of Si (or + <p if the order of the two factors is reversed). When the

product is parabolic, the two poles of S" come together on this line. Lastly,

if ] ak A- dk~l | > 2, the numerator of (5) has the form iA ± B, so that the

poles of the hyperbolic product S" are symmetrically situated with respect

to the same line.

These results give the following theorem.

Theorem 6. The necessary and sufficient condition that the product of two

elliptic substitutions be non-loxodromic is that their four poles shall lie upon a

common circle. When the product is elliptic, its two poles are concyclic with the

poles of each factor, and the circle containing the poles of Sx and S" = SSi

makes an angle — cb with the circle containing the poles of Sx and S, if the multi-

plier of Si is k2 = e21* ior + fp, if th-e order of the two factors is reversed). The

two poles of S" come together on the former circle when S" is parabolic and are

symmetrically situated with respect to the circle when it is hyperbolic.

Two cases will now be distinguished according as the poles of S and Si

do or do not separate one another. The condition for the separation is given

in (8). Since a and d are now conjugate imaginaries with |o + d| < 2, this

reduces to the inequality ad < 1 or its equivalent be < 0. This makes

\a\ = \d\ < 1 and \ak + dk-1] < 2, and therefore the product of the two

substitutions is elliptic when their poles separate one another. Further, the

poles P'i, P'i of the elliptic product S" by Theorem 6 must be concyclic

with the poles Pi, P2 of S, also with the poles 0 and «> of Si and hence lie

on a straight line through the origin. Since, moreover, the poles of S lie on

a line through the origin and are separated by the origin, it follows geo-

metrically that the poles of S" are separated by the poles of Si and of S. We

have now the following result.

Theorem 7. If the poles of two elliptic substitutions are concyclic and sepa-

rate one another, the product of the substitutions is also elliptic, o,nd its poles are

concyclic with the two poles of each factor and are separated by them.

We have now the equal negative segment-products, OP{ OP2 = OPxOP2.

Consider now any elliptic substitutions S and S" whose two poles lie on a line

through the origin, and on opposite sides in such a manner that the above

segment products are equal. Then its poles P" , P'i are concyclic with Pi, P2

and are separated by the same. Consequently the product SS" will be elliptic,

its two poles Qx, Q2 being concyclic with the poles of S, also of S" and separated

by the same. It follows at once by simple geometry that Qx and Q2 must lie

on some line through the origin and be so situated on opposite sides of the
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origin that 0Qx0Q2 = 0PX0P2 = OP'Í 0P2 . Hence the continued prod-

uct of such elliptic substitutions with one another and with Si can give rise

only to elliptic substitutions with the same properties. Thus the group

generated by S and Sx is composed only of elliptic substitutions.

Consider now any third non-loxodromic substitution which combines with

our two elliptic substitutions S and Si so as to generate a non-loxodromic

group. If this third substitution is hyper-

bolic, it cannot have a* pole common with

either S or Si since their product would then

be Ioxodromic (Section 1). Bat if the hy-

perbolic substitution has no pole common

with either elliptic substitution, then by

Theorem 2 the poles of the two elliptic sub-

stitutions must be pairs of inverse points

with respect to a common circle. They

therefore lie on an orthogonal circle without

separating one another, which contradicts

our hypothesis regarding S and Si. If,

on the other hand, the third substitution

is parabolic, its pole cannot be a pole of both elliptic substitutions. Then,

by Theorem 5, there must be a hyperbolic substitution in the group generated,

a possibility which has just been excluded. It follows that the third substitu-

tion must be elliptic. If elliptic, its poles P[, P'2 must be concyclic with the

poles of S, also with the poles of Si and hence lying on a straight line through

the origin. Then, like the poles of S, they must lie on opposite sides of the

origin and be so situated that 0P[-0P2 = OPx-OP2. The considerations of

the preceding paragraph then apply. We thus arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 8. // the poles of two given elliptic substitutions are concyclic

and separate one anotlier, any other non-loxodromic substitution will combine

with them so as to generate a non-loxodromic group if, and only if, it is an elliptic

substitution whose poles are concyclic with the two poles of each of the two given

substitutions. Any number of such substitutions will combine with one another

and with the two given substitutions so as to give an elliptic group, and the poles

of any two substitutions of the group are concyclic and separate one another.

By forming the product of the two values of z in (4) we find

OPxO~P2 = \b\/\c\,

the value of which was seen to be the same for all substitutions of our elliptic

group containing Si. Since also 6 =f= 0 and c =f= 0, it is possible by a change

of variable w = mz to make simultaneously \b\ = \c\ in all substitutions of

our elliptic group.    The change does not affect the values of a and d nor
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destroy the unimodular character of the substitutions.   Since in each substitu-

tion a and d are conjugate imaginaries and be = ad — 1 < 0, we may place

a = e + fi,       d = e — fi,       b = g + hi,        — c = g — hi.

The substitutions of the group then take the canonical form

(e A-fi)z A- g A- hi
(12) Z' = - ig - hi)z A- e - fi'

where e2 + f2 + g2 + h2 = 1. This is the familiar form for the group of

rotations of a sphere.

There remains for consideration the case of two elliptic substitutions (1)

and (2) whose poles lie on a straight line through the origin without separating

one another. These two substitutions leave invariant a circle around the

origin, having a radius whose square is equal to OPi• 0P2 =\b\/\c\ . This

is therefore invariant for the group which they generate. We might now

proceed in a manner parallel to that for the case of two elliptic substitutions

whose poles separate one another, but instead of doing so we shall establish

that the group generated contains a hyperbolic substitution. For consider

the product obtained by following the substitution

dir1 z-bk ,
*  -ZdFT+dfc        is   S,   )

with the substitution (3).    This has the form

_ iad-bck-2)z + abil-k2)

(13) 2  -cdil-k-2)z + iad-bck2)>       {SSlS    S   }-

Here

iad - bckr2) + (ad - bck2) =2 - bcik - AT1)2 > 2,

inasmuch as be is positive and k — kr1 is a pure imaginary because k = e"*".

Accordingly (13) is a hyperbolic substitution, the poles of which lie upon the

above invariant circle.

The poles of our two elliptic substitutions and of (13) fulfill the requirement

of Theorem 2, and we have therefore the following result.

Theorem 9. When the poles of two elliptic substitutions lie upon a common

circle without separating one another, they generate a non-loxodromic group in

which hyperbolic substitutions are included.

An immediate corollary of this theorem is that if a group contains only a

finite number of substitutions (necessarily elliptic), it must be a group of

elliptic substitutions in which the poles of any pair are concyclic and separate

one another. The group can therefore be transformed into the familiar form

(12) of the group of rotations of a sphere.
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Another corollary is that the modular group* and, more generally, any

group with a "principal circle" whose interior is transformed into itself by

every substitution of the group, cannot contain any subgroups with a finite

number of substitutions other than cyclical subgroups of elliptical substitu-

tions. For, every such subgroup must be composed of elliptical substitutions

whose points are symmetrically situated with respect to this circle. Now

the poles of two such substitutions will not separate one another on their

common circle; hence, unless all the elliptic substitutions all have their poles

in common the group must contain a hyperbolic substitution and therefore

an infinite number of substitutions. But a finite group of elliptic substitu-

tions with common poles make a cyclic subgroup.

The non-loxodromic group generated by two elliptic substitutions whose

poles do not separate one another can be transformed into a form corresponding

to (12). The invariant circle of (1) and (2) is one with its center at the origin

for which

R2 = ÖPX-ÖP2 = \b\/\c\.

Since the value of OPi • 0P2 is the same for all substitutions of the group, we

may as before effect a change of variable w = mz so as to make simultaneously

| b | = | c | for each substitution of the group. Since now a and d are conjugate

imaginaries while be > 0, the group takes the form

(i4) z' = (;+fih)*+j+h;.,
{g - hi ) z + e — fi

where e2 + f2 — g2 — h2 = 1. This formula may be regarded as a second

canonical form for a non-loxodromic group of substitutions without a common

pole which include a hyperbolic substitution. When the invariant or "prin-

cipal" circle is transformed into the real axis, the group takes the real uni-

modular form which has been previously noted.

5.   NON-LOXODROMIC GROUPS.     INTERPRETATION OF A GROUP WITH PRINCIPAL

CIRCLE  UPON A HYPERBOLOID  OF TWO  SHEETS

In Section 1 we enumerated the kinds of non-loxodromic groups with a

pole common to all the substitutions of the group. The possibilities for a

group without a common pole were exhausted in the preceding paragraphs.

We obtained

6. An elliptic group, which could be transformed into the canonical form

of a rotation group.

* Theorem 9 brings out the intrinsic reason for the fact which does not appear in the special

proof given by Fricke; cf. Vorlesungen ueber die Theorie der elliptischen Modulfunctionen,

vol. 1, p. 309, footnote.

Vivant;, I.e., pp. 161-3, shows that when two elliptic substitutions belong to a finite group,

their poles separate one another.
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All other possibilities are included under groups of substitutions which admit

a common invariant circle. When this circle is transformed into the real

axis, the substitutions take real unimodular form, and when into the unit

circle, the form (14). It has been shown that unless all substitutions of the

group have a common pole, a hyperbolic substitution is included. We have

therefore the following four

Varieties of non-loxodromic groups ivith principal circle.    iNo common pole.)

7. A mixed elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic group.

8. An elliptic-hyperbolic group.

An example of such a group is obtained by using as its generators unimodular

substitutions (14) for which/ = h = 0 and substitutions for which e = g = 0.

The former are the hyperbolic substitutions of form (14) which have the poles

± 1, the latter are elliptic substitutions of period 2 which exchange the poles

of the former. The combination of these substitutions give rise only to such

substitutions.   They are, in fact, the real substitutions of form (14).

9. A purely hyperbolic group.

10. A parabolic-hyperbolic group.

An example of a parabolic-hyperbolic group is afforded by the set of all

unimodular substitutions (14) for which/, g, h are even integers and e is an

odd integer. The inverse of such a substitution is of like character. In the

product of two substitutions the four constants have the values

E = ee' -//' + gg' + hh',       G = eg'+ ge' + fh' - hf,

F =ef'A- fe' + gh' - hg',       H = eh' + he' + gf - g'f,

and accordingly E is odd and F, G, H are even.

It is interesting to see the relation of this group to the modular group

az-\-ß
z'=-^y       («« -07 = 1),

in which a, ß, y, ô are real integers.   Let the latter group be transformed

through the substitution

-^(wA-i)

z' =-x-

which converts the real axis of z into the unit circle of the w-plane.    Thereby

the modular group is transformed into a group of form (14), in which

e = iaA-5)/2,       f=iß-y)/2,      g = (ß + y)/2,      h = (a - í)/2.

It thus appears that the substitutions (14) with integral values of e, f, g, h
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are a subgroup of the transformed modular group, and the particular parabolic-

hyperbolic group under consideration is a sub-group of this subgroup.

The groups 7-10, taken in form (14), have an interpretation on the hyper-

boloid of two sheets, f2 — £2 — if = 1, closely analogous to the interpretation

of the elliptic group (12) as a rotational group of the sphere.    Put

¿ V .   ■       £ + iv
x = ^—j,        y = jT—j,        z = x + %y = ç~ZT~i

and accordingly

Í+1 2__     2
Y^n = x2 + y2.

To every point in the z-plane there is made to correspond by these equations

a point on the hyperboloid, and conversely. The unit circle of the z-plane is

transformed into the circular section of the hyperboloid at infinity, and the

groups (14) are therefore groups of motion of the hyperboloid into itself which

leave the circular section at infinity unaltered. Further, to any circle (or

straight-line) of the „-plane there corresponds a plane section of the hyper-

boloid, and conversely. Since any linear transformation of the z-plane converts

circles into circles, it follows that the motion of the hyperboloid must be a

collineation into itself. A hyperbolic substitution (14) leaves invariant the

circles passing through its poles on the unit circle, and therefore the corre-

sponding invariant sections of the hyperboloid are hyperbolas cut out by

parallel planes passing through two invariant points of its circular section at

infinity. When the substitution (14) is parabolic, the two invariant points

come together, and the invariant sections along which the points of the

hyperboloid move are parabolas cut out by parallel planes. Lastly, when the

substitution (14) is elliptic, it is easy to see analytically that the invariant

sections are ellipses cut out by a system of parallel planes.
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